How Can Investors Help Create a Context
for ‘Thriveable Transformation’?
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A reminder of the challenge…

Atmospheric CO2
concentrations are the
highest levels
since the humans species
came into existence.
CO2 concentrations are still
going up year on year.

The strategic context
• Action on climate change is urgent
• It poses an existential risk to civilisation
• Easy optimism is unfounded
• This is a time of radical uncertainity
• Climate change is a blessing, not a curse - a system feedback signal that creates the opportunity for
meaningful & full employment.

Energy utilities = a major emitter
• A big contributor to GHGs – comparable with
agriculture (25%)
• Key to other sectors’ ability to decarbonize electricity.
• Need time to decarbonise aviation, agriculture, global
shipping & manufacturing.
• Utilities must go first!
• Urgent that we use renewables to make as much
electricity as possible.
• The low hanging fruit for reducing GHGs.
• CDP research: EU laggard companies are RWE, CEZ,
Endesa and EnBW: estimated to exceed their 20C
carbon budget by 14% or 1.3 billion tonnes CO2e
between 2015 and 2050.
Source: IPCC (2014)

The Trump Administration won’t like what I’m going to tell you

Not all investor strategies are equally good at triggering rapid decarbonisation
Portfolio decarbonisation/integration, impact investing, divestment etc all have value these won’t bend
the curve of GHG by 2020
Only forceful stewardship done collectively & using resolutions calling for transition plans is fit for
managing systemic risk and triggering a rapid decarbonisation
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Muscular engagement is needed
•

Forceful stewardship puts pressure on company boards to take action & re-allocate capital.

•

Ask business leaders how their transition plans will mitigate climate risk, how they will take
advantage of opportunities, and how it will align compensation and lobbying activities with a
<20C pathway.

•

If investors don’t want to/cant use AGM resolutions, they need to develop other ways to trigger
sector wide change that's fast enough – which means putting pressure on free riders/fence
sitters investors.

•

Our Flip the Switch guide sets out eight questions that should guide engagement with energy
companies.

The Leaders

• Set GHG emission reduction targets in line with the level of decarbonization required to keep
global temperature increase below 2 degrees (Science-based targets)
• Decarbonize their power generation mix shifting from coal to gas to renewables
• Commit to responsible advocacy on climate policies
• Rethink the business model e.g. by moving downstream the value chain and look at Smart Home
solutions and energy services
• Provide corporate disclosure in line with the final recommendations of the Task Force on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures (TCFD).

The Laggards
• The largest investors in the world (mainly US) remain
mostly conspicuous in their absence when it comes to
climate action.
• Late to support TCFD (signed after CEO commitment
removed).
• Of the 10 biggest investors, only 1 has joined CA100.
• As some of the largest shareholders of European utilities
are global investors, climate action in one world region
could lead to a positive shift in other markets too.
• Only 13 energy utility cos in the list of the hundred target
companies for CA100.

Utilities need to implement transition plans now
• Investors are still asking for scenario analysis disclosure and this isn’t sufficient or fit for purpose
today.
• Many scenarios assume the economy/society function at 3-40C as it does today.
• Scenarios encourage one way thinking – ‘how will the external world affect us?’
• The big challenge is to ensure corporations realise they affect the external world.
• A transition plan is the basis of action. It’s a normative approach to strategizing, sets in motion a
series of holistic changes to a business in terms of operations, investments, governance, policy
influence and remuneration, setting out clear targets and plans for change.
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